19” Rack-mount/Tabletop Design
96 kHz/24-bit Digital Sampling
New Sound, Visual & EFX Link For Future Products
R-Core Power Transformer
Rigid Anti-Vibration Chassis
Cross & Line Fader Curve Adjustment
60mm Custom Alps Line Faders
2-Send/Return Channels With Pre, Post & Aux
3-Band Master Isolator (– ∞ to +6 dB)
2-Band Booth EQ (hi & low)
Master Output Attenuator
MIDI Out/MIDI Cross Fader
Rotary Kit (optional)

djm-1000
6-Channel Professional Series Digital Mixer
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Specifications

6-Channel Professional
Series Digital Mixer

Weight:

3.9 Kg

Dimensions (W x D x H)

305 x 331 x 109 mm

Power Consumption:

21 W

The DJM-1000 is a robust 19” professional installation-

Sampling Rate:

96 kHz / 24 bit

grade mixer that breaks exhilarating new ground in

Distortion Rate:

0.006% (JEITA)

digital audio.

Signal to Noise Ratio:

Line: 104dB Db Phono: 88dB Mic: 84dB

Delivering supreme levels of digital sound with
a 96 kHz/24-bit sampling rate and 96 kHz/32-bit
processing, the DJM-1000’s input-output path allows
for transparent signal processing when combined with
Pioneer’s CDJ and DVJ decks. Other indications of this
mixer’s huge potential include a capacity to digitise
analogue input and the provision of an innovative
means to introduce two EFX-1000s into the mix by the
EFX Link or Send/Return Channels.
A true titan among mixers, its fusion of first-class
digital audio and vast connectivity options makes the
DJM-1000 a must-have for all professionals demanding
uncompromised performance and flexibility.
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